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What do these species 
share in common?
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•Key Points
• A phylogenetic tree demonstrates evolutionary 

relationships among genes, proteins or organisms. 

• In a phylogenetic tree, two species are closely 
related if they have a more recent shared ancestor.



Tree of Life
Diversity of Life

~3.5 billion years of evolution



~3.5 billion years of evolutionTree of Life
Diversity of Life

~1.2 million eukaryotes catalogued
~8.9 million eukaryotes present on Earth

>99% of species have gone extinct thus 
severally limiting our starting pool



Tree Thinking and phylogeny
• The evolutionary history of a group is its phylogeny

Ø Since we can’t travel back in time to identify 
common ancestors relationships of existing 
species must be estimated or inferred from data



The branching pattern in a 
phylogenetic tree illustrates 
how organisms evolved from a 
list of common ancestors.

Key Points
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Evolutionary 
History



Key Points
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Branches

Topology: branching pattern

Nodes: branching points

The branching pattern in a 
phylogenetic tree illustrates 
how organisms evolved from a 
list of common ancestors.



Tree Thinking and phylogeny
• The evolutionary history of extant organisms can 

be understood in terms of their shared inheritance

Ø which extant species evolved from the same 
ancestor?

Ø how were ancestral traits modified in different 
lineages? 



Key Points

Internal Node
(hypothetic ancestor

C-D)

Root
(hypothetic last common ancestor A-D)

A B C D

Topology: branching pattern

Nodes: branching points

Ø which extant species evolved 
from the same ancestor?

Ø how were ancestral traits 
modified in different lineages? 



Molecular Phylogenetics Protocol

1) Collect homologous
protein sequences

2) Multiple 
sequence 
alignment

3) Phylogeny estimation*

4) Test the reliability of phylogenetic estimate(s)*

5) Interpretation and application of phylogenies

• Maximum parsimony
• Distance methods
• Maximum likelihood
• Bayesian phylogenetics



Some other applications of 
phylogenetics

• Classification and taxonomy of genes, proteins and species

• Comparative analysis and character evolution

• Predicting protein structure and function

• Investigating the history and demography of populations

• Studying the emergence and spread of viral and bacterial pandemics

• Searching for useful traits in related groups



Phylogenetic Tree of Life
The big picture

Emerged around 3.8 billion years ago

WikiImages
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Further reading



Looking to the past: ancestral 
sequence reconstruction
Pauling and Zuckerkandl 1963 – “chemical paleogenetics”

Steve Benner 1990 “example here”

Modern DNA 
Sequences

Ancestral DNA 
Sequences

Model describing
evolutionary process
• Evolutionary relationships
• Substitution probabilities

• Parameter variation



Ancestral Sequence 
Reconstruction

Pauling and Zuckerkandl
1963
“chemical paleogenetics”

A B C E F GD
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Ancestral Sequence 
Reconstruction

A B C E F GDModern 
protein

homologs

Evolutionary
history

Protein ancestor



Are ancestors true 
representatives of ancient 
proteins?

Exact sequences likely uncertain, but may 
share phenotype of interest

Reconstructed ancestors can only be as 
valid as phylogenetic methods



Ancestral sequence 
reconstruction

1) Collect homologous
protein sequences

2) Align 
sequences

• Appropriate algorithm for dataset?



Ancestral sequence 
reconstruction

1) Collect homologous
protein sequences

2) Align 
sequences

4) Infer ancestral
protein sequence

3) Reconstruct
phylogenetic tree
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More
Difficult

Bayesian inference: Posterior Probabilities
Equilibrium state frequencies

Substitution matrix
Branch lengths

Parsimony (Occam’s Razor):
Fewest number of changes to explain the data
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Ancestral Sequence Automation

Hanson-Smith et al. 2016



Ancestral sequence 
reconstruction

• Appropriate algorithm for dataset?

• Reasonable considering protein structure?

• Reconstruction algorithms provide ancestral sequence probability

• Is the “most probable” sequence the true ancestor? Maybe…

Approach: 
Reconstruct several “near ancestors” that 

capture sequence uncertainty

Experimentally assess phenotypic 
consistency

Examples: 
Williams et al. 2006, Bar-Rogovsky et al. 2015



• Can end here
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Molecular-level laboratory 
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ancestral protein



Molecular-level laboratory 
resurrection

Express & purify
ancestral protein

Characterize

Ancestral
gene synthesis
& transformation
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